Best 13 Fanfiction Sites of All Time
With fanfiction, the possibilities are endless! No matter you are an avid reader or
amateur writer, fanfiction site is always a good place for you to read or publish
brainstorming yet engaging stories. While fanfiction can be awfully fun and selfindulgent, it can benefit aspiring writers as well. Anyone can create your own
story based on your favorites characters or celebrities. The joy of fanfiction
comes from writing about favorite characters — often in unexpected ways, or by
crossing fandoms. Here we pick the top 13 fanfiction sites for you to explore
infinite happiness by yourself.
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1. What is Fanfiction?
Fanfiction is a new work of fiction that uses the characters, settings, world, or plot
from the existing popular TV shows, books, comics, films, plays, anime, games,
cartoons. Usually, fanfiction is created by fans who loves the original work and
want to further explore the lives of the characters they know and love and the
world in which they live. Fans can both keep the creator's characters and settings
or re-write scenes, add new characters to their story. It should be noted that
fanfiction is mostly free because the writers create their work based on the love
or enjoyment of the original work. Through fanfictions, fans get to live out their
wildest and most impractical dreams with their favorite characters.

2. Best Fanfiction Sites
There are so many options to enjoy fanfiction. What makes the best fanfiction
site? We believe the most important criterion should be the quality of content. In
consideration of the following aspects, the quality of content, easy of use,
availability of content, and level of customization features, we pick these top 13
best fanfiction websites for you.

1. Wattpad
When it comes to the best fanfiction websites, we must think of Wattpad.
Wattpad is a website for both amateur and established writers to publish stories.
It is probably the most well-known fanfiction website available and the most
popular writing community out there. Although Wattpad has a large base of
content (from original content to fanfiction), most of works have poor quality
writing. Wattpad doesn't focus on how you write the story, but rather how you tell
it. And the most popular fics are fast paced, and full of drama and engaging
story. However, the search function is very clunky. It is hard to find works that
you like in fanfiction in particular.

2. Archive of Our Own
Archive of Our Own (also known as AO3) is a fan-created, fan-run, nonprofit,
noncommercial archive for transformative fanworks, like fanfiction, fanart, fan
videos, and podfic. There’s no censorship, amazing search engine, publishing
quality fictions, no ads. AO3 is known for their tons of good quality well written
works (many are even professional like writing): impeccable writing with a dash
of good plot and little grammar mistakes. Its sorting, tagging, and search system
are more efficient and user friendly than any other fanfiction website I’ve tried. On
AO3 you can use tags to find your favorite story easier and much more
comfortable to browse the website.

3. Fanfiction.net
Fanfiction.net is the world's largest fanfiction archive and forum. The site is split
into ten main categories: anime/manga, books, cartoons, miscellaneous, games,
comics, movies, plays/musicals, TV shows, and crossover. Their OC-oriented
(An original character is any character that is not in the series and is created by
the author) stories are very popular. The website has very well written fics as
well. On the whole, the site is easy to navigate. It also has a basic messaging
system that other fanfiction sites don’t have.

4. Commaful
Commaful is the world's largest multimedia fiction site which allows you to access
thousands of free stories. The website has gorgeous visuals and layouts. All
stories shared on Commaful are in this beautiful picture-book format. The stories
really come to life in a different way and look incredible. It also has the best chat
system. Compared to other sites, Commaful has a very small library of works.
Even though, Commaful stories reach millions of people from around the world.

5. Quotev
Quotev is a creative platform used by millions. It has a large community of
passionate fans and a great chat system and forum features. As well as
fanfictions, the website also has quizzes, and actually has a wide variety of
subjects, like quizzes, original works, etc.

6. Tumblr
Tumblr is mainly known as a microblogging and social networking website.
Besides, you can view all kinds of fanfictions as well. The site provides a great
way to get connected with the entire fandom. You’ll find memes, fan art, and
fanfiction easily using the search functionality. It is also a great place to promote
your fanfictions to attract traffic and draw more attention to your work. This site
has lots of community features and a wide audience of readers in every fandom.

7. DeviantArt
DeviantArt is an online art community featuring artwork, videography and
photography. It is also known for its amazing fan art and illustration community.
There is a lot of creative fanfiction, fan art, fan comics, and more. It is one of the
most fun, beautiful, and well-designed websites. This site offers lots of tools to
style your posts, add images, etc.

8. Asianfanfic
Asianfanfics.com is an automated fanfiction archive site for people who like to
read, write, and share their favorite stories and news about entertainment, music,
and pop culture. As its name suggests, the site revolves around Asian fanfiction.
The stories are based on Asian books, television series, films, video games,
dramas or bands. And the majority of the fanfiction is about K-pop singers, a
Korean music genre.

9. AdultFanFiction
AdultFanFiction.org is the largest original adult fan fiction archive of all types on
the web. The site has a clean and user-friendly UI and operates on a no
censorship policy to give adults a place where they can express themselves
freely in Adult or non-Adult themed writing. It is super easy for you to navigate
the website and find your targeted stories conveniently.

10. Webnovel
Webnovel is the largest web novel community in the world. It is a global online
reading platform for all kinds of marvelous novels, comics, and fanfictions. The
site has a variety of content (over 10 million digital works), hosted 3 million
writers, and covered more than 200 content categories. The website is also welldesigned, which will give you a wonderful reading experience.

11. Harry Porter Fanfiction
HarryPotterFanfiction.com is an archive of Harry Potter Fanfiction stories of all
types. It is claimed to be the best and oldest Harry Potter fanfiction site on the
web. Its archive contains more than 85,000 stories categorized by title, author,
etc. If you are a Harry Potter fan, this is the site you should go to.

12. LiveJournal
LiveJournal is a Russian-owned community-based journaling platform where
users can keep a blog, journal, or diary. LiveJournal encourages communal
interaction and personal expression by offering a user-friendly interface and a
deeply customizable journal. With more than 50 million journals on topics like
politics, entertainment, fashion, literature, design, fanfiction, and more.

13. InsaneJournal
InsaneJournal, built on open-source software, is a simple yet very customizable
online diary that allows you to keep in touch with all of your friends. At
InsaneJournal, you have freedom of speech/expression. There’s no censorship

unless the content obviously violates United States law. Most importantly, the site
is fanfic friendly.
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